The role of the hydrodynamic effect in the collective locomotion of several birds or fish is an interesting topic. Taking a model of a self-propelled flapping plate, we numerically investigated the collective locomotion of a pair of plates with comparable but different propulsive capacities, e.g., one long and one short plates. The longer plate is supposed to have a stronger propulsive capacity. It is found that two typical equilibrium configurations, i.e., compact and sparse configurations, may emerge, which depend mainly on initial lateral and longitudinal gap spacing, i.e., H and G 0 , respectively. In the compact cases, when H is small, e.g., H < 0.6, in terms of cruising speed and efficiency, hydrodynamic advantages are found for both plates. In all sparse configurations, the propulsive performance of the leading plate is identical to that of the corresponding isolated one. The following short plate in the "long-short" (the longer in the front) sparse cases always takes hydrodynamic advantages in terms of cruising speed and efficiency. In the "short-long" (the shorter in the front) sparse cases, the follower's propulsive capacity is suppressed because the cruising speed and input power decrease significantly compared to its isolated case. The analyses of hydrodynamic force and corresponding potential energy show that the staggered sparse configuration with H ∈ (0.4, 1.0) is more stable than that with other H. The "hydrodynamic drafting" analyzed here may shed some light on understanding the coordinated collective behaviors in biological and natural systems. Published by AIP Publishing.
I. INTRODUCTION
Coordinated behaviors of large numbers of objects moving through a fluid are ubiquitous in biological and natural systems. Hydrodynamic drafting is one of the fascinating phenomena in the aggregates in which the flow-mediated interaction plays a critical role. Of particular interest are the collections of actively moving bodies in a fluid with a highReynolds-number (Re ∼ 10 2 -10 6 ), such as fish schools 1 and bird flocks, 2 in which the long-lasting inertial effects lead to complex flow.
It is plausible that the individuals in group save on the energetic cost of locomotion from the hydrodynamic interaction. For example, the V formation may improve the efficiency of flying birds by favorable interactions with the up-and downwash of leading neighbors, particularly over long migratory routes. 3, 4 Similarly, fish in schools are supposed to take advantage of the wakes shed by neighbors within the school, thus reducing the cost of locomotion. 1, 5 Understanding the drafting in collective swimming and flying is challenging because of the complex flow-structure interactions.
The two-body system, which is the simplest individuallevel schooling or flocking model, has been used to investigate the general principle of the collective orderly configuration and the grouping energy characteristic. Numerous studies have focused on the coupling performance of the two passively flapping bodies, 6, 7 as well as actively flapping flags or hydrofoils. 8, 9 In the studies, the individuals were held a) Author to whom correspondence should be addressed: huanghb@ustc.
edu.cn fixed in an oncoming flow. However, the individuals in real groups are free to adapt their gait so as to achieve an orderly configuration. Therefore, a self-propelled model is necessary for further studying collective dynamics. There are many selfpropulsion models for micro-organism. 10, 11 To mimic fish swimming or bird flying, a few simple self-propulsion models, such as an undulatory plate 12 or a flapping plate, 13 have been developed. The studies on the collective dynamics of two selfpropulsive plates have been carried out. [13] [14] [15] [16] In the selfpropelled model, there is a prescribed heave motion at the leading edge of each plate but whose longitudinal swimming is free. 17 Becker et al. 14 and Ramananarivo et al. 15 experimentally studied two self-propelled wings swimming in a tandem array. Becker et al. 14 have shown that arrays of flapping and self-propelled wings select slow or fast modes due to constructive or destructive wing-wake interactions, respectively. However, in the study the horizontal spacing between the two plates was fixed, which implies an imposed configuration. 14 Inspired by the work of Becker et al., 14 Ramananarivo et al. 15 performed an experiment in which the two bodies are free to select their speed and gap spacing. The results have shown that collective locomotion in orderly formations at an enhanced cruising speed can emerge from flow interactions alone. The observation supports the Lighthill conjecture that "orderly patterns could arise passively from aero-or hydrodynamic interactions, without the need for collective decision making or active control mechanisms." 15, 18 Zhu et al. 13 numerically studied the free locomotion of two self-propelled flapping filaments in a tandem configuration. They have shown that multiple stable configurations can be spontaneously formed due to the vortex-body interaction and the energetic advantage was also observed in some emergent configurations. The multiple equilibrium configurations were confirmed by the experimental results. 15 To some extent, these studies supported the perspective of the Lighthill conjecture for the two-body system. Moreover, Peng et al. 16 studied the collective locomotion of two self-propelled flapping plates initially in a side-by-side arrangement. They showed that in view of hydrodynamics, to achieve higher performance the compact in-phase staggered-following mode and antiphase flappings in the side-by-side configuration are preferred.
The above observations are all based on the swimmers with identical propulsive capacity. It is not difficult to imagine that the swimmers may be easier to swim in the same gait and form equilibrium states with a uniform cruising speed. However, if the two plates have different propulsive capabilities, e.g., two plates have different flexibilities, it is unknown whether equilibrium configurations would emerge. We also would like to know whether and to what extent the Lighthill conjecture is valid under the circumstances and the propulsive performance of each plate in the school.
In the literature, the size effect on the collective patterns has been carried out. 19, 20 Using an individual-based model of schooling agents, Hemelrijk and Kunz 19 found that in a group consisting of different sizes of individuals, some equilibrium spatial configurations emerge. However, the hydrodynamic interactions among school are simply modeled by artificial rules and not resolved physically. 19 Weihs 20 studied analytically forces and moments around a pair of unequally sized dolphin-like slender bodies, which are fixed in a uniform flow, to understand the inherent hydrodynamic drafting mechanism of a mother-calf pair of dolphins. The study has shown that in an ideal condition, drafting force can counteract a large part of the drag experienced by a neonate calf. Tian et al. 21 numerically studied the swimming performance and vorticity structures of two fish-like foils with different sizes in a flow. It is found that both foils benefit from tandem and staggered arrangements, by enhancing a reverse Kármán street or diminishing a Kármán street. However, the two bodies are fixed in Ref. 20 and the foils are not self-propelled in Ref. 21 . In a word, the collective locomotion of two self-propelled swimmers with different propulsive capacities has never been investigated.
The self-propelled swimmers in collective locomotion are free to select their speed and relative position through flow-mediated interactions. Capturing this trait is essential to understand the hydrodynamic mechanisms of drafting in the emergent schooling patterns. Here, to further verify the Lighthill conjecture, two different self-propelled plates initially in a tandem or staggered configuration were studied. The effects of initial configurations, ratios of body length, as well as bending rigidity on the schooling dynamics and configurations, stability and propulsive performance are investigated systematically. To our knowledge, the collective behavior of two self-propelled plates with different propulsive capacities has never been studied. This paper is organized as follows. The physical problem and mathematical formulation are presented in Sec. II. The numerical method and validation are described in Sec. III.
Detailed results and discussion are given in Sec. IV, and concluding remarks are addressed in Sec. V.
II. PHYSICAL PROBLEM AND MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
The schematic diagram of a self-propelled system consisting of two flapping flexible plates in a tandem (H = 0) or staggered (H 0) configuration is shown in Fig. 1 . The lateral and longitudinal distances between them are H and D, respectively. The plates with different lengths are immersed in a stationary viscous incompressible fluid initially. The leading edges of both plates are forced to heave sinusoidally in phase with an identical frequency f in the lateral direction. The forced lateral motions of the leading edges are prescribed by
with zero active pitching angle, where A 1 , A 2 are flapping amplitudes and here only A 1 = A 2 = A is considered. The plates are unconstrained in the horizontal direction, and thus the inner spacing in the school may be dynamically selected as a result of flow-mediated coupling between the plates. The gap spacing between the plates is denoted by G.
The initial gap spacing is denoted by G 0 . In this system, the fluid flow is governed by the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations,
where is the velocity, p is the pressure, ρ is the density of the fluid, µ is the dynamic viscosity, and f b is the body force term. The deformation and motion of the plates are described by the structural equation, 22, 23 
where s is the Lagrangian coordinate along the plates, X(s, t) = (X(s, t), Y (s, t)) is the position vector of the plates, F s is the Lagrangian force exerted on the plates by the surrounding fluid, and ρ l is the structural linear mass density. Eh and EI are the structural stretching and bending rigidity, respectively. For each plate, the horizontally unconstrained condition, vertical location due to the forced oscillation and the clamped condition are enforced at the leading edge (s = 0), i.e.,
The natural free-end boundary condition is imposed at the trailing edge (s = 1), i.e.,
There are two initial conditions for each plate, i.e., initial position X(s, 0) = X 0 (s) and initial velocity 
III. NUMERICAL METHOD AND VALIDATION
The governing equations of the fluid-plate problem are solved numerically by the lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) for the fluid flow and a finite element method for the deformation of the flexible plates. The immersed boundary (IB) method is applied to treat the flow-structure interaction. 24, 25 The body force term f b in Eq. (2) represents an interaction force between the fluid and the immersed boundary to enforce the no-slip velocity boundary condition. Equation (4) for the plate is discretized by a finite element method, and the deformation with large-displacement of the plate is handled by the corotational scheme. 27 A detailed description of the numerical method can be found in our previous papers. 23, 28 The lattice Boltzmann equation with the body force model 26 is employed to solve the viscous fluid flow
where τ is the non-dimensional relaxation time associated with fluid viscosity, ∆t is the time increment, and g i (x, t) is the distribution function for particles with velocity e i at position x and time t. The equilibrium distribution function g eq i and the forcing term R i 29 are defined as
where ω i is the weighting factor and c s is the speed of sound. The variables' velocity and mass density ρ can be obtained by the distribution functions
In the IB scheme, the Lagrangian force F s in Eq. (4) can be calculated by the penalty method, 24,25
where α and β are penalty parameters which are selected based on the previous studies, 23 
∂t is the plate velocity and V f is the fluid velocity at the Lagrangian position X, which is obtained by interpolation
In the IB scheme, the body force f b on the Eulerian points can be obtained from the Lagrangian force F s using the Dirac delta function, i.e.,
Based on our convergence studies with different computational domains, the computational domain for fluid flow is chosen as (D + 50) × 40 in the x and y directions (see Fig. 1 ). The domain is large enough so that the blocking effects of the boundaries are very weak. A far-field boundary condition is imposed at upper and lower boundaries. Specifically, a constant pressure boundary is imposed. 30 Meanwhile, the lateral dimension is large enough to ensure that the velocity on the boundaries is close to zero. For the inlet and outlet boundaries, an identical constant pressure is imposed and ∂ /∂x = 0, i.e., numerical first order extrapolation of is applied. 31 At the initial time, the fluid is stationary with zero velocity in the entire computational domain. In the x and y directions, the mesh is uniform with spacing ∆x = ∆y = 0.01. The time step is ∆t = T /10 000 for the simulations of fluid flow and plate deformation, where T = 1/f is the flapping period. Moreover, a finite moving computational domain 23 is used in the x direction to allow the plates to move for a sufficiently long time.
The numerical strategy used in this study has been validated and successfully applied to a wide range of flows, such as the locomotion of a flapping flexible plate, 23 the dynamics of fluid flow over a circular flexible plate, 28 and the vorticity dynamics of fluid flow over a flapping plate. 32 
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. "Long-short" tandem cases (H = 0)
For two plates having different propulsive capacities, here plates with different lengths and bending stiffnesses are considered. In all of our simulations, the Reynolds number Re = 200 and the stretching stiffness Γ 1 = Γ 2 = 1000 are fixed. The stretching stiffness is large enough that the stretching deformation can be neglected.
First we consider two tandem plates with different lengths. Specifically, the leading plate is two times longer than the following one, i.e., L 1 = 2L 2 . Here the characteristic length is L = L 2 . It is noticed that the self-propelled performance of an isolated longer plate may be different from that of an isolated shorter one. 23, 33 To determine the bending stiffness in the "long-short" case, at the beginning the self-propelled performance of an isolated plate is investigated. For the isolated shorter plates, the normalized length is L 2 = 1 and the key parameters are chosen to be A 2 = 0.5, M 2 = 0.2, which are consistent with those in the literature. 13, 16 For the longer plate, the normalized length is L 1 = 2 and the key parameters A 1 = 0.5 and M 1 = 0.4 are fixed. It is noted that if the characteristic length is chosen to be L 1 instead of L 2 , the corresponding mass ratio is M 1 = 0.2. Figure 2 shows the cruising speed and efficiency of an isolated plate as functions of bending stiffness K. Here the cruising speed of the plate is defined as the averaged forward speed at the equilibrium state, i.e.,
is the instantaneous horizontal speed of the plate. The propulsive efficiency η = 1 2 MU 2 /W , where the input work W is computed as a time integral of the input power P required to produce the oscillation and the forward movement, 13, 23 Fig. 2(a) that K = 1.0 and K = 14 are optimum bending stiffnesses for the shorter and longer plates to achieve their highest cruising speed, respectively. Actually, numerous experimental and analytical studies [34] [35] [36] on the flapping flexible wing and plate also have shown that a proper flexibility may enhance the thrust of the plate. The cruising speed of the propulsive plate may be directly relevant to the thrust experienced by the plate in one flapping cycle. 34, 36 When the plate is very flexible (e.g., K = 0.1 for L = 1), the plate is subjected to a large bending deformation. However, the normal force which is perpendicular to the local segment of the plate, and therefore the thrust experienced by the plate are very small due to the compliance of the plate. When the plate is stiff (e.g., K = 10 for L = 1), although the plate may be subjected to a larger normal force, the contribution of the normal force to the thrust is still small because the deformation of plate is small and the corresponding projection of the normal force to the horizontal direction is small. From Fig. 2(b) , it is seen that the efficiency of the longer plate with K = 14 is almost identical to that of the shorter plate with K 2 = 1.0. Because the shorter and longer plates achieve their highest cruising speeds at K 1 = 1.0 and K 2 = 14, respectively, in the following study if it is not specified, K 1 = 1 and K 2 = 14 are fixed for the shorter and longer plates, respectively.
The key parameters in our simulations of "long-short" cases are listed in Table I . The tandem cases (H = 0) with different initial gap spacing G 0 were simulated. Two typical stable equilibrium configurations emerge spontaneously, i.e., compact and sparse configurations. Figures 3(a)-3(d) show the vorticity contours at four typical phases in one flapping cycle for the compact configuration. When G 0 is small, e.g., G 0 = 1, the compact configuration was observed. In the configuration, the shorter plate moves forward closely following the longer one. It is seen that in the compact configuration, the vorticity shedding from the trailing edge of the leader interacts and merges with the vorticity around the follower. The whole school behaves like a single and longer plate. The uniform cruising speed of the school is U = 2.40, which is larger than those of the isolated longer and shorter plates, i.e., U 1 = 2.11 and U 2 = 1.75, respectively. This result indicates that both plates are able to obtain performance enhancement from hydrodynamic interaction in the compact configuration.
When G 0 is large, e.g., G 0 = 4, the sparse configuration emerges. Figures 3(e)-3(h) show the vorticity contours at four typical phases in one flapping period for the sparse configuration. It is seen that the shorter plate follows the longer one with a larger equilibrium gap spacing. In the sparse configuration, the follower seems to swim in the reversed Kármán vortex street with 2S pattern, which is shed from the trailing edge of the leader. The uniform cruising speed of the school is U = 2.11, which is identical to that of the isolated longer plate (i.e., U 1 = 2.11) and larger than that of the isolated shorter plate (i.e., U 2 = 1.75). This result indicates that only a shorter follower can obtain performance enhancement from vortex-structure interaction in the sparse configuration.
The dynamics of the emergent configuration is shown in the following. Figure 4(a) shows the gap distance G(t) as a function of time. It is found that for cases G 0 = 1 and G 0 = 2, after a few flapping cycles G(t) evolves to an equilibrium state with G ≈ 0.2, which corresponds to the compact configuration. For cases G 0 = 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7, G(t) evolves to an equilibrium state with G ≈ 6.3 after t/T > 6, which corresponds to the TABLE I. The key parameters in the simulations.
Long-short sparse configuration. For cases G 0 = 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12, G(t) also evolves to the sparse configuration with an equilibrium spacing G ≈ 13.0. Hence, the emergent equilibrium configuration mainly depends on G 0 . As shown in Fig. 4(a) , the critical G 0 between the compact and sparse configurations is
The schooling number S has been introduced to describe quantitatively the collective patterns of the two- wing   FIG. 4 . Gap spacing G (a) and schooling number S (b) as functions of time for the "long-short" tandem cases. Each line represents a case we simulated. system. 14, 15 Here S is defined as S = G/λ, where λ = U/f is the wavelength of the trajectory/path, which is determined by flapping frequency f and cruising speed U. Hence, λ is also the characteristic length of the wakes. Based on the definition of the schooling number, we can obtain from Fig. 4(a) the evolution of S in the 11 cases we simulated [see Fig. 4(b) ]. It is seen that for a sparse configuration, S evolves to S 1 or 2. This phenomenon is similar to that observed in the collective locomotion of two identical plates.
Hence, here we can identify that in the compact configuration, cruising speeds of both plates are enhanced compared to their isolated cases. For the sparse configuration, the leading goose effect appears, i.e., cruising speed of the group U is identical to that of the leading one. Meanwhile, the cruising speed of the following one is enhanced.
B. "Short-long" tandem cases (H = 0)
In this section, we consider "short-long" cases, in which the longer plate follows the shorter one. The key parameters are shown in the row of "short-long A" in Table I . For all of the Table I, respectively. 11 cases with G 0 = 1, 2, 3, . . . 11, their equilibrium states are compact configuration as shown in the left column of Fig. 5 and sparse configurations are not observed. It may be understood as follows. The rear longer plate has a significantly stronger propulsive capacity; i.e., for the isolated setup, its cruising speed is significantly higher than that of the front plate. It may catch up the front one although it is not able to pass it due to the tandem setup. Figures 5(a)-5(d) show the vorticity contours at four typical phases in one flapping cycle for the compact configuration. It is seen that the shorter plate is close to the longer one. The whole school behaves like a single and longer plate with the "2P" vortex street shedding from the trailing edge of the follower. The vortex shedding pattern is different from that in the compact configuration in the "long-short" case. The uniform cruising speed of the collective locomotion is U = 2.40, which is identical to that in the "long-short" compact configuration. In this compact configuration, the propulsive speeds of the two plates are enhanced. Table II shows the cruising speed of the emergent compact and sparse configurations for "long-short" and "short-long" cases. It is seen that in the compact configurations, the cruising speeds are enhanced for both plates compared to any isolated plate and the shorter one achieves a larger speed enhancement than the longer plate. In the sparse configurations, the cruising speed of the school is identical to that of the isolated leading plate. The leading plate looks like a leading goose in the collective locomotion. The following individual speeds up or slows down to compliant with the uniform gait. We have identified that for the "short-long" cases because the follower's propulsive capacity is significantly stronger, there are only compact configurations for cases with G 0 < 12. Here we weaken the following longer plate's capacity of self-propulsion by means of changing its bending stiffness to examine whether there is a sparse configuration. As shown in Fig. 2(a) , for an isolated longer plate L = 2, the cruising speed is U ≈ 2.0 at K = 8, which is smaller than U ≈ 2.11 at K = 14. As shown in Table I , in the cases of "short-long B," K = 8 is adopted. In this way, the sparse configurations emerge again in cases with a large G 0 , e.g., G 0 ≥ 5. Figures 5(e)-5(h) show the vorticity contours of the sparse configuration (G 0 = 5) at four typical phases in one flapping cycle. It is seen that the longer plate swims in the wake of the leading shorter plate with a large gap spacing between them, and the vortex shedding pattern is 2S mode instead of the 2P mode. In this "short-long" sparse configuration, the cruising speed of the school is identical to that of the isolated shorter plate (U = 1.75), and the following longer plate slows down due to the vortex-plate interaction compared to its isolated case.
C. Hydrodynamic benefit in "long-short" and "short-long" tandem cases
To fully evaluate the hydrodynamic advantages of the follower, the input power and efficiency are also calculated. The input powers and propulsive efficiencies for the compact and sparse configurations (H = 0) are shown in Tables III and IV, respectively. It is seen that in the sparse configurations, no matter "long-short" or "short-long" cases, the input power and efficiency of the leading plate are identical to its isolated case. In the "long-short" sparse configurations, the follower's input power is slightly larger than that of its isolated case. However, in the "short-long" sparse configuration, the follower's input power decreases compared to that of its isolated case because its propulsive capacity is inhibited. It is also noted that in all sparse cases (H = 0), the efficiency of the follower is improved. For the compact configurations, usually the input power of each plate in the school is increased compared to its isolated case, e.g., the "long-short" compact case. This is reasonable because usually more input power is required when kinetic energy of each isolated plate increases. However, it is also seen that in the "short-long" compact case, although the propulsive speed of the following long plate is enhanced, its input power P is reduced, compared to the isolated case. For the efficiency, each plate in the school cruises more efficiently than its isolated case due to the fluid-structure interaction.
Hence, in terms of cruising speed and efficiency, hydrodynamic advantages are found for both plates in the compact cases, no matter the "long-short" or "short-long" cases, and the following shorter plate in the "long-short" sparse cases.
D. Staggered configurations (H 0)
Here we examine the possible equilibrium states of staggered configurations by introducing a lateral spacing H. The parameters are identical to the "long-short" cases listed in Table I . In our simulations, cases of G 0 ∈ [1, 12] were investigated. In this small section, typical initial gap spacings G 0 = 1 and G 0 = 4 are adopted to make compact and sparse configurations appear, respectively. The dynamics of the emergent configuration for cases G 0 = 1 and G 0 = 4 is shown in Fig. 6 . It is seen that when t/T > 15, the schooling number S is close to zero and unity for compact and sparse configurations, respectively. Figure 7 shows the emergent stable configurations in the G-H plane. The red solid line denotes the longer plate, the trailing edge of which is located at (G, H) = (0, 0). The locations of the leading edge of the short plate (L 2 = 1) for the compact and sparse configurations are denoted by hollow and filled circles, respectively. Our results show that when H ≤ 2, both compact and sparse configurations may emerge depending on G 0 (see Figs. 6 and 7) . However, when the lateral spacing is large, e.g., H = 3, only the sparse configurations are formed spontaneously for all G 0 . When H increases further, e.g., H ≥ 4, the system seems not able to maintain an equilibrium configuration any more. Figure 8 (a) shows the instantaneous vorticity contours for G 0 = 1 and H = 0.5. It is seen that a compact staggered configuration with the shorter plate following the longer one appears.
The vortices shedding from plates merge together immediately and evolve into an asymmetrical vortex street of 2P mode in the far field. Figure 8(b) shows the instantaneous vorticity contours for G 0 = 1 and H = 2.0. The two-plate system also spontaneously forms a compact staggered configuration. Due to the larger H, the wake shedding from each plate does not merge but interact together in the far field. More compact configurations can be found in Fig. 7 (see the hollow circles).
Moreover, when H and G 0 increase a little bit, sparse staggered equilibrium configurations may emerge (see the filled circles in Fig. 7 ). the vortex cores in the wake of the leader, and this pattern of plate-vortex interaction is also similar to that in tandem configurations [see Figs. 3(e)-3(h) and 5(e)-5(h)]. However, as H increases further, e.g., H = 2.0 or 3.0, the shorter plate swims on one side of the vortex street shed by the longer one and the trajectory of the follower does not go through the cores of oncoming vortices. Here this pattern of vortex-body interaction is referred to as vortex riding mode, by which the follower can also achieve a considerable performance enhancement (see Sec. IV G for details).
When G 0 becomes larger, e.g., G 0 = 10, the follower reaches another equilibrium location with the corresponding schooling number S ≈ 2 (see the filled circles at S eq ≈ 2 in Fig. 7 ). The typical cases are shown in Figs. 9(b), 9(d) , and 9(f). It is seen that the follower also adopts the vortex-riding mode to take advantages.
E. Schooling performance for staggered configurations
We have identified that "long-short" staggered cases may evolve spontaneously to discrete equilibrium schooling states with the schooling number S ≈ 0, 1, 2, . . .. To distinguish the emergent stable configurations, the compact configurations with S ≈ 0 are referred to as the S 0 state, and sparse configurations with S ≈ 1, 2 are referred to as S 1 and S 2 states, respectively. For the compact configurations, the shorter plates are close to the trailing edge of the longer plate (S 0 ). For the sparse configurations (S 1 and S 2 states), the location of the shorter plate slightly deviates downstream from the integer schooling numbers as H increases (see Fig. 7 ).
Figure 10(a) shows the cruising speed U as a function of H for the compact configurations (i.e., S 0 ). It is seen that as H increases, U reaches a peak at H ≈ 0.15 and then decreases rapidly to the valley at H ≈ 1.2. The follower achieves a considerable enhancement of cruising speed for all H compared to its isolated case. For the long leading plate, the speed enhancement is only achieved in cases with H < 0.6. It is noted that the emergent equilibrium configuration is the sparse one when FIG. 10 . Propulsive performance for (a) propulsive speed U, (b) averaged power P, and (c) propulsive efficiency η as functions of H for the compact "long-short" staggered configurations. Dashed and dashed-dotted lines denote the performance of the isolated longer and shorter plates, respectively. The equilibrium sparse configuration for H = 3.0 is marked with the gray region for comparison. H = 3.0, in which the cruising speed of the school is identical to that of the isolated long one. Figure 10 (b) shows the averaged power P as a function of H. It is seen that the powers consumed by both plates are larger than those of the isolated cases when H < 1.0. As H increases, the power P of the leader reaches a peak at H ≈ 0.2 and then decreases and approaches a constant, while the power of the shorter follower reaches a valley at H ≈ 0.2, which is close to that of the isolated short plate. In addition, it is seen that the overall system consumes most power at H ≈ 0.15. Figure 10 (c) shows propulsive efficiency η as a function of H. It is seen that the overall efficiency of the school is larger than that of either isolated plate. The efficiency of the short plate is enhanced compared to its isolated case for all H we considered. However, for the leading plate, the efficiency enhancement is only achieved in cases with H < 0.6. Moreover, the enhancement of the shorter plate is more significant than that of the longer plate, e.g., the propulsive efficiencies of the long and short plates increase 67% and 10% at H ≈ 0.3, respectively, compared to their isolated cases. This fact suggests that the short individual may harvest more hydrodynamic advantages from the "long-short" school.
The propulsive performance of the sparse configurations (e.g., S 1 and S 2 ) is discussed further. For the states S 1 , S 2 , the propulsive performances including the cruising speed, power, and efficiency of the longer leading plate are identical to those of an isolated one. Thus we only investigated the effect of flow interaction on the propulsive performance of the following plate. Figure 11(a) shows that the speed of the short follower is always identical to that of the leader. Thus the cruising speed of the shorter plate was enhanced compared to the isolated case due to the plate-wake interaction in school. Figures 11(b) and 11(c) show that the averaged power P and the efficiency η as functions of H for the S 1 and S 2 states. It is seen that the short plate consumes less power in the cases with smaller H, e.g., H < 0.8. It results in a higher efficiency at H < 0.8. For H ≤ 3 investigated here, the efficiency is higher than that of the isolated case, which means the follower obtained hydrodynamic advantages from the plate-wake interaction. FIG. 11 . Propulsive performance for (a) propulsive speed U, (b) averaged power P, and (c) propulsive efficiency η of the following short plate as a function of H for the sparse "long-short" staggered configurations (S 1 , S 2 ). Dotted line denotes the propulsive performance of the isolated short plate. TABLE V. Propulsive power P and efficiency η for the following long plate in the staggered sparse "short-long" configurations (H 0) with G eq ≈ 5.7 and U = 1.75. P and η of the isolated long plate are also listed for comparison. The simulation parameters are listed in Table I ("short-long B") and the initial gap G 0 = 8. We would also like to discuss the schooling performance of the staggered sparse "short-long" configurations (H 0). It is found that when H is small and G 0 is large, staggered sparse "short-long" configurations would appear in the "shortlong B" cases (see Table I for the parameters). The flow fields look like those in Fig. 3 (H = 0) and Fig. 9 . The propulsive power and efficiency for the following long plate in the staggered sparse "short-long" configurations (H 0) are shown in Table V . All these sparse staggered groups (H = 0.1, 0.2, 0.5) cruise with a uniform speed U = 1.75, which is identical to that of the leading short plate. From Table V , it is seen that when H is small, e.g., H < 0.4, the efficiency of the following long plate is higher than that of the isolated long plate. Meanwhile, the following long plate consumes less power compared to its isolated case. The improvement of the efficiency and less energy consumption may be due to the plate-wake interaction.
It is also noted that when H is large, e.g., H = 1.0, the initial following long plate would pass the short one and form the "long-short" compact configuration (see Fig. 8 ), in which the long plate leads the group. It can be understood in the following way. When H is large, the influence of the leading plate's wake on the rear long plate is minor. Meanwhile, there is enough lateral spacing for the initial rear long plate to pass the short one due to its stronger propulsive capacity.
F. Schooling cohesion in the sparse configurations
In the "long-short" cases, we have revealed that the shorter plate may be "locked" in the multiple stable locations by the wake of the longer plate. It hints that the hydrodynamic interaction plays a key role in maintaining the schooling stability. To map out the stability of the S 1 state, hydrodynamic forces on the short plate near the equilibrium locations were calculated. Here the simulations were performed in an inertial coordinate system. Suppose the uniform cruising speed of the school is U, in the simulations the oncoming flows around the fixed configurations have uniform longitudinal velocity U and the gap spacings are equal to those obtained by the self-propelled models. Figure 12 The locations where F x = 0 correspond to the possible equilibrium positions of the follower, i.e., G ≈ 2.8, 6.3, and 9.4, as shown in Fig. 12(a) . However, at the equilibrium positions with dF x /d G > 0, e.g., G ≈ 2.8, the short plate will be pulled away from these equilibrium positions by the fluid force if we make it slightly deviate from these positions. Therefore these locations are unstable and are not able to be observed in the simulations.
On the other hand, the locations where F x = 0 and dF x /d G < 0 are stable equilibrium positions of the follower. For example, at G ≈ 6.3, the fluid force acts as a restoring force, which is able to pull the slightly perturbed plate back to equilibrium positions. As shown in Fig. 12(a) , the S 1 state predicted by the F x -G profiles is consistent with that obtained from the numerical results (see Fig. 7 ).
In addition, the emergence of stable equilibrium positions may be illustrated in terms of a hydrodynamic potential, which is defined as the integral of force with respect to distance, i.e., Ψ(G) = − ∫ F x dG. 15 Figure 12(b) shows the hydrodynamic potential Ψ as a function of G for different H. It is found that there are well bottoms and peaks in the potential energy profiles, which correspond to the stable and unstable equilibrium states, respectively. This result indicates that the shorter follower always seeks the equilibrium locations with minimal potential energy in the wake of the leader through the flow-mediated interaction.
To further evaluate the tolerance of the stable state to flow perturbation, the well depths in the curves of Ψ(G) are measured. As shown in Fig. 12(b) 
G. Footprints of vortex-body interactions in the sparse configurations
The vortex-body interactions are important for understanding the mechanism of hydrodynamic benefits for a swimmer which encounters a vortical flow generated by the leader in school. Two typical patterns of vortex-body interactions have been found in the two-body systems, 9, 13, 37, 38 i.e., vortex slalom mode and vortex interception mode. The slalom mode has been supposed to be an optimal trajectory in terms of drag reduction for a swimmer behind a flexible or rigid body in a uniform oncoming flow. In the mode, the swimmer slaloms between the vortex cores in the Kármán gait. 9, 37, 38 While for two self-propulsive plates, the following plate may adopt the interception mode to take energetic advantages. In the interception mode, the follower swims through the cores of the vortices in the reverse Kármán vortex street of the leader. 13 To analyze the vortex-body interaction behavior in the emergent configurations, the superimpositions of the leadingedge trajectories of the following plates on the wakes of the leading isolated plates are shown in Fig. 14 . For the tandem configurations (H = 0), it is seen that the interception mode is adopted by both "short-long" [Figs. 14(a) and 14(b)] and "long-short" [Figs. 14(c) and 14(d)] cases. Through locking itself in the oncoming vortices, the follower is able to follow the reverse Kármán gait generated by the leader. Similar mode can be found in Zhu et al. 13 and Uddin et al. 9 As shown in Fig. 14(c) , the wavelength of the shedding reverse Kármán vortices λ 2 is longer than λ 1 in Fig. 14(a) . Since the follower is able to follow the reverse Kármán gait, it travels a longer distance (λ 2 ) within one flapping period in "long-short" configuration. In this way, the cruising speed of the follower is passively determined by the leader.
For the "long-short" case with H = 3.0, as shown in Figs. 14(e) and 14(f), the following plate moves forward with an enhanced speed by means of riding on one side of the oncoming reverse Kármán vortex street, i.e., the vortex riding mode. Hence, it is interesting to note that the advantage of this vortex riding mode in the reverse Kármán vortex street was first reported.
The restoring hydrodynamic force experienced by the follower near the equilibrium positions is critical in "locking" the follower's trajectory. The horizontal force F x experienced by the follower as a function of time is shown in Fig. 15 . The thrust can be evaluated by T = (−|F x | + F x )/2, 39 which is shown in gray in Fig. 15 . The analysis result 15 has shown that the thrust on the follower due to the vorticity shed by the leader is proportional to the vertical velocity of the flow induced by the leader's wake. Hence, the force magnitude is supposed to be related to the wavy flow induced by the vorticity in the wake. 15, 40 From Fig. 15 , it is seen that compared to the tandem "short-long" configuration, the follower in tandem "longshort" configuration experiences a larger thrust, due to the FIG. 15 . Horizontal force F x of the following plate for the typical configurations, i.e., the "short-long" case with H = 0 and "long-short" cases with H = 0 and 3.0. The thrust can be calculated by T = (−|F x | + F x )/2. As an example, the net thrust region for the "long-short" cases with H = 0 is marked by the gray color. enhanced vertical flow induced by stronger vortices in the wake [see Figs. 14(b) and 14(d)] . Moreover, the thrust of the follower in the staggered "long-short" case (H = 3) is much smaller than that in the tandem "long-short" case because the induced vertical flow around the trajectory is weak [see Fig. 14(f ) ]. The corresponding schooling stability at H = 3.0 is worse than that of the tandem case (see Fig. 13 ).
In summary, in the sparse configurations, the hydrodynamic drafting or suppression of the follower arises depending on the wavelength of the oncoming wake behind the leader, while the schooling stability depends on the amplitude of vertical flow induced by the vorticity in the wake.
V. CONCLUSION
The collective locomotion of a pair of plates with comparable but different propulsive capacities is investigated numerically. The results show that for two flapping plates with different propulsive capacities, stable equilibrium configurations may emerge and they cruise with a uniform speed. It is also noted that stable equilibrium configurations may not appear if the propulsive capacity of one plate is much larger than that of the other.
Two typical equilibrium configurations are identified, i.e., compact and sparse configurations. The emergence of the equilibrium configurations depends mainly on initial lateral and longitudinal gap spacing, i.e., H and G 0 . For tandem cases (H = 0), in terms of cruising speed and efficiency, hydrodynamic advantages are found for both plates in the compact cases, no matter the "long-short" or "short-long" cases. For staggered compact cases (H 0), when H is small, e.g., H < 0.6, the issue of hydrodynamic advantages is identical to the tandem cases mentioned above. However, when H is large, cruising speed and efficiency of the long plate are slightly smaller than those of the isolated case.
In all sparse configurations, the propulsive performance of the leading plate is consistent with that of the isolated one. The following short plate in the "long-short" sparse cases always takes hydrodynamic advantages in terms of cruising speed and efficiency. For the "short-long" sparse cases, when H is small, the following long plate's efficiency is enhanced although its propulsive capacity is inhibited.
The hydrodynamic force and the corresponding potential energy in "long-short" sparse cases are analyzed for the following short plate in stable sparse state S 1 to reveal the stability of the state. The short follower is subject to a hydrodynamic restoring force near the stable equilibrium location, which maintains the schooling stability. The analysis of the well depths of the hydrodynamic potential profiles shows that the most stable S 1 state is the staggered sparse configuration with H ∈ (0.4, 1.0).
Our results suggest that a plate with weak propulsive capacity may improve its propulsive performance by following a plate with strong propulsive capacity in the school. For two self-propulsive plates, besides the interception mode, the following plate may adopt vortex riding mode to take energetic advantages. A similar situation of hydrodynamic drafting in natural swimming school can be observed, such as dolphin drafting. 20 This study may shed some light on understanding the coordinated collective behaviors in biological and natural systems.
